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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we prove a structure result on the ideal class group and on
the narrow ideal class group of totally real fields with prime power conduc-
tor. For any number field K we denote its ideal class group by ClK , its
narrow ideal class group by ClK , its unit group by O*K and the group of
totally positive units by O*K, + . Let l be a prime number, let n # N and
suppose that K has conductor ln, that is to say K is contained in the field
Q(‘l n) obtained by adjoining to Q a primitive ln th root of unity ‘l n and n
is minimal. We denote by G the Galois group Gal(KQ). We define the
group of cyclotomic units CycK of K as
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It is known that CycK has finite index in O*K and that the index (O*K : CycK)
is equal to the order of ClK (Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 of [14]), but the two
Galois modules ClK and O*K CycK are not isomorphic in general, not even
as abelian groups. In this paper we prove that their Fitting ideals
FitZ[G](ClK) and FitZ[G](O*K CycK) are equal. We also prove a result about
the Z[G]-Fitting ideal of the narrow ideal class group ClK . Our main
result is
Theorem 1. Let ln be a prime power and let K/Q(‘l n+‘&1l n ) be a





K )=FitZ[G](O*K, + Cyc
2
K).
These results show in particular that FitZ[G](O*KCycK) annihilates ClK
since every module is annihilated by its Fitting ideal. It is interesting to
compare this with previous work of F. Thaine and K. Rubin (see [10])
who constructed an annihilating ideal for ClK using Euler systems. In fact
one can show that the ideal given by the elements :(CycK), : as in
Theorem 2.2 of loc.cit., is exactly the Fitting ideal of the dual of O*KCycK ,
hence (as explained below) it is actually equal to FitZ[G](O*K CycK).
Theorem 2.2 of [10] states that 4 times the above Fitting ideal annihilates
ClK , and we can say now that for prime power conductor fields the factor
4 is not needed.
In Section 2 we reduce Theorem 1 to a local statement for all primes p
and p-adic characters of G of order prime to p. In Section 3 we introduce
the algebraic machinery concerning Fitting ideals over p-adic rings and
modules of projective dimension one which is needed for the proof. In
Section 4 we collect the arithmetic ingredients that we require, and we
prove our theorem. The main arithmetic tools are class field theory, and
recent techniques introduced by the second author in [5] to study Fitting
ideals of Iwasawa modules, which employ the main conjecture of Iwasawa
theory.
A similar result for Fitting ideals of minus class groups has been recently
proved in [6].
2. REDUCTION TO /-PARTS
In this section we introduce characters and reduce Theorem 1 to a local
statement. Let G be any abelian group. Observe that if M is a Z[G]-
module of finite order, then we have FitZ[G] M=I if and only if
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FitZp[G](MZp)=IZp[G] for all primes p. This means that we can prove
Theorem 1 locally. We now fix a prime number p and study the ring
Zp[G]. We decompose G as
G$2_P,
where P is the p-Sylow subgroup of G, and 2 is the complement. Consider
now p-adic characters /: 2  Q *p . We say that two such characters





where the sum is over equivalence classes of characters and O/ is the
discrete valuation ring Zp(/). The ring O/ is a Zp[2]-algebra via




where the sum is again over equivalence classes of p-adic characters of 2.






where the sum is again over equivalence classes of p-adic character of 2.
From this discussion we obtain that Theorem 1 is equivalent to
Theorem 2. Let ln be a prime power and suppose K/Q(‘l n+‘&1l n ). Let
G=Gal(KQ), let p be any prime number, and let P be the p-Sylow subgroup





K (/))=FitO/[P](O*K, + Cyc
2
K(/)).
This is the theorem we will prove.
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3. THE ALGEBRAIC PART
In this section we give the algebraic prerequisites which will be used in
the proof of Theorem 2.
Observe that in general the Fitting ideal is not multiplicative in exact
sequences. Under suitable conditions however, this becomes true:
Lemma 3. Let R be a commutative ring and let
0  A  B  C  0
be a short sequence of finitely presented R-modules. Suppose that C has a
presentation given by the following exact sequence
0  Rk  Rk  C  0.
Then FitR(B)=FitR(A) } FitR(C).
Proof. Since Rk is a free R-module, the map Rk  C lifts to a map
Rk  B. Let Rr  A be a surjective map, and consider the exact sequence
0  K  Rr  A  0.
We get a surjective map Rrrk  B, and we denote By K1 its kernel. The
snake lemma gives us a commutative diagram with exact rows and
columns
0 0 0
0 ww K ww K1 ww Rk ww 0
0 ww Rr ww RrRk ww Rk ww 0
0 ww A ww B ww C ww 0.
0 0 0
The top horizontal row is split and we have K1 $KRk. Choose a set of
t generators for K. The map KRk  Rr Rk can be represented by a
(r+k)_(t+k) matrix U. The top left block S represents the map K  Rr,
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the bottom left block is zero, and the bottom right block is a square k_k
matrix T representing the map Rk  Rk. The Fitting ideal of B is generated
by the (r+k)_(r+k) minors of U, and each such minor is the product of
det T times an r_r minor of S. Since det T generates the Fitting ideal of
C and the r_r minors of S generate the Fitting ideal of A, we get our
claim.
Let G be an abelian group, let p be a prime and / a character of the
prime to p-part of G. Let P be the p-Sylow subgroup of G. The symbol H
will always denote Tate cohomology groups. From now and for the rest of
this section we denote by R the ring O/[P].
Proposition 4. Let M be an R=O/[P]-module of finite order. The
following are equivalent.
1. H i (P, M)=0 for all i # Z,
2. There exists an exact sequence 0  Rn  Rn  M  0 for some n,
3. FitR(M) is a principal ideal generated by a nonzero divisor.
Proof. Condition 2 implies condition 1 trivially. Suppose 1 is verified
and choose an exact sequence
0  K  Rn  M  0.
Since Rn has trivial cohomology, we have H i (P, K)=0 for all i # Z. The
R-module K is without O/ -torsion. The same proof as Theorem 8, p. 113 of
[2] with Z replaced by O/ shows that K is a projective R-module, therefore
it is free because R is local, and we have K$Rm for some m. Since M has
finite order, we must have m=n, and condition 2 is satisfied. Condition 2
implies immediately that FitR(M) is principal, generated by the determi-
nant of the map associated to *: Rn  Rn. Since * is injective, det * is a
nonzero divisor and condition 3 is satisfied. We now show that 3 implies
2. Again, choose a resolution of M
0  K  Rn  M  0.
View the elements of K as column vectors. Since R is local and FitR(M) is
principal, we can find n vectors k1 , ..., kn such that f =det(k1 , ..., kn) is a
generator of FitR(M). Define a map :: Rn  Rn such that :((ai)ni=1)=
ni=1 ai ki . Since f is a nonzero divisor, the map : is injective. By Cramer’s
rule, for each x # Rn we have fx=ni=1 f i ki , where fi=det(k1 , ..., ki&1 ,
x, ki+1 , ..., kn). If x # K then fi # FitR(M)= fR, and since f is a nonzero
divisor, x # ni=1 Rki . Therefore : defines an isomorphism K$Rn and we
are done.
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Let f be any nonzero divisor of R=O/[P]. By abuse of notation we will
write Rf for RfR. The ring Rf is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein ring.
This means that there is an isomorphism of R-modules Hom(Rf, Qp Zp)
$Rf (see Proposition 4 in the appendix of [9]). In particular, for all
Rf-modules M of finite order there is an isomorphism of R-modules
Hom(M, QpZp)$HomR(M, Rf ). For any R-module M of finite order we
denote the R-module Hom(M, QpZp) by M*. Observe that the associa-
tion M [ M* is a contravariant involutive exact functor on the category
of R-modules of finite order. Proposition 1 in the appendix of [9] implies
FitR(M)=FitR(M*). (1)
Lemma 5. Let
0  A  B  C  0 (2)
be a short exact sequence of O/[P]-modules of finite order. Suppose that A
satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4. Then FitR(B)=
FitR(A) } FitR(C).
Proof. The module A has trivial Tate cohomology. By [13] Thm. IX.9
also A*=Hom(A, QpZp) has trivial Tate cohomology (since Ext
(A, QpZp)=0), and therefore A* satisfies again the equivalent conditions
of Proposition 4. If we dualize the sequence (2) we can apply Lemma 3 and
get FitR(B*)=FitR(A*) } FitR(C*). We now apply (1) to the R-modules A,
B and C and get our claim.
The following proposition will be crucial in the proof of Theorem 2.
Proposition 6. Let
0  M  F  F $  M$  0 (3)
be an exact sequence of R=O/[P]-modules of finite order. Suppose that F
and F $ satisfy the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4 and that FitR(F )=
FitR(F $). Then FitR(M)=FitR(M$).
Proof. Let f # R be a nonzero divisor which annihilates both F and F $.
We can take for f a generator of the principal ideal FitR(F )=FitR(F $). Let
us first deal with a special case. To wit, we first prove that if we have an
exact sequence
0  M  (Rf )n w: (Rf )n  M $  0 (4)
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of R-modules of finite order, then FitR(M )=FitR(M $). In fact, we have a
presentation of the R-module M $
RnRn ww(:~ , f ) Rn  M $  0,
where :~ is a lift of the map :. The R-Fitting ideal of M $ is generated by the
products f i:i where i=0, ..., n and :i is a (n&i)_(n&i) minor of the
matrix A: associated to :~ . On the other hand, taking duals in (4) we get
a resolution for M *
RnRn ww(:~
t, f ) Rn  M *  0,
where :~ t is the transpose of the map :~ . This implies that the R-Fitting ideal
of M * is generated by the product f i;i for i=0, ..., n and where ;i is a
(n&i)_(n&i) minor of the matrix A t: . This implies FitR(M $)=FitR(M *).
By (1) we get FitR(M $)=FitR(M ) as we wanted. Now we go back to the
general case.
Let K be the cokernel of the map M  F and take a surjection
(Rf )n  F with kernel Q
0  Q  (Rf )n  F  0, (5)
where n is larger than the numbers of generators of F and of F $*. Since
both F and (Rf )n satisfy the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4, so
does Q. Let M the kernel of the composite map (Rf )n  F  K. We get a
commutative diagram with exact rows
0 ww M ww (Rf )n ww K ww 0
0 ww M F K ww 0.
The vertical arrows are surjections and the rightmost one is the identity
map. The snake lemma implies the existence of an exact sequence
0  Q  M  M  0. (6)
On the other hand, we take a surjection (Rf )n  F $* and dualize it. Since
(Rf )*$Rf by the Gorenstein property, we get a short exact sequence
0  F $  (Ff )n  Q$  0, (7)
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where as before Q$ satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4. Let
M $ be the cokernel of the composite map K  F $  (Rf )n. We get a com-
mutative diagram with exact rows
0 ww K F $ M$ ww 0
0 ww K ww (Rf )n ww M $ ww 0.
The vertical arrows are injections and the leftmost one is the identity map.
The snake lemma implies that there is an exact sequence
0  M$  M $  Q$  0. (8)
Applying Lemma 5 to equation (5) and Lemma 3 to equation (7), we get
FitR(F ) } FitR(Q)=FitR((Rf )n)=( f n);
FitR(F $) } FitR(Q$)=FitR((Rf )n)=( f n).
The R-modules F, F $, Q and Q$ satisfy the equivalent conditions of
Proposition 4, therefore their Fitting ideals are principal and generated by
nonzero divisors. Since FitR(F )=FitR(F $) we get FitR(Q)=FitR(Q$). We
now apply Lemma 5 to equation (6) and Lemma 3 to equation (8), and get
FitR(M) } FitR(Q)=FitR(M );
FitR(M$) } FitR(Q$)=FitR(M $).
Since FitR(M )=FitR(M $) and the ideal FitR(Q)=FitR(Q$) is principal and
generated by a nonzero divisor, we get FitR(M)=FitR(M$), as we wanted.
We finally recall another result:
Proposition 7. Let M be an R=O/[P]-module of finite order which
satisfies the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4. Then *M=*(RFitR(M)).
For a proof, see [1], Ch. III, 9 9.4, Prop. 6.
4. THE ARITHMETIC PART
Let ln be a prime power, and let K/Q(‘l n+‘&1l n ). Let G=Gal(KQ) and
let p be any prime number. We have the decomposition G$P_2 where P
is the p-Sylow subgroup of G and 2 is the complement. We denote by Gp
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and by Gp,  respectively the Galois group of the maximal abelian p-exten-
sion of K which is unramified above all the places not dividing p, and of
the maximal abelian extension of K unramified above the finite places not
dividing p. For any place v of K we denote by Uv the completion of the
integer ring OK of K at the place v. We set Up=>v | p U*v . For any number
field F we denote by ClF its narrow ideal class group and by O*F, + the
group of totally positive units of F. Class field theory gives isomorphisms
Gp $
CK
>v |% p U*v
, Gp,  $
CK
>v |% p U*v } >v |  R*+
, (9)
where CK is the ideal class group of K and R*+ are the positive real num-
bers. Therefore, there are two exact sequences of Galois modules
0  Up O*K  Gp  ClK  0
(10)
0  Up O*K, +  Gp,   ClK  0,
where O*K and O*K, + embed into Up diagonally. On the other hand, there
are two tautological exact sequences
0  O*KCycK  Up CycK  Up O*K  0
(11)
0  O*K, +Cyc2K  Up Cyc
2
K  Up O*K, +  0.
Splicing (10) and (11) together, we get two exact sequences of Galois
modules
0  O*K CycK  Up CycK  Gp  ClK  0;
(12)
0  O*K, + Cyc2K  UpCyc
2
K  Gp,   Cl

K  0.
The four groups ClK , Cl

K , O*K CycK and O*K, +Cyc
2
K have finite order. Let
/ be a nontrivial p-adic character of 2. The group CycK (/) is a free rank
one O/[P]-module, therefore Cyc(/) has trivial Tate cohomology. Since in
KQ there is only one ramified prime which is totally ramified (the one
above l ) and / is not the trivial character, H i (P, Up)(/)=0 for all i # Z, by
local class field theory. This implies that
H i (P, UpCycK (/))=0, \i # Z. (13)
This and the exact sequence
0  CycK Cyc2K (/)  Up Cyc
2
K (/)  UpCycK (/)  0 (14)
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imply
H i (P, UpCyc2K (/))=0, \i # Z. (15)
By global class field theory we have an isomorphism [2]
H i (P, CK)$H i&2(P, Z), \i # Z
therefore H i (P, CK)(/)=0 because / is not trivial. Since /-components
commute with Tate cohomology [3, Prop. 1], we have H i (P, CK (/))=0.
Since also >v |% p U*v(/) has trivial Tate cohomology, the first isomorphism
in (9) gives
H i (P, Gp(/))=0, \i # Z. (16)
Moreover, the exact sequence from class field theory
0  Z[G]2  Gp,   Gp  0 (17)
together with (16) implies
H i (P, Gp, (/))=0, \i # Z. (18)
Lemma 8. Let /0 be the trivial p-adic character. Then the groups
ClK (/0), O*KCycK (/0), ClK (/0), O*K, + Cyc
2
K (/0) are all trivial.
Proof. Let E be the maximal subfield of Q(‘l n) of p-power degree.
Theorem 10.4 of [15] implies ClE Zp=0. Since ClK (/0) is an epimorphic
image of ClE Zp we get ClK (/0)=0. This implies ClK (/0)=0 and
O*K, + (O*K)2 (/0)=0. Let now E$ be the maximal subfield of K of p-power
degree. Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 of [14] imply that (O*E$ CycE$)Zp $
O*K CycK (/0) has the same order as ClE$ Zp $ClK (/0), therefore both
groups are trivial. Observe here that this is true also when p=2: the extra
2-power factor in [14, Theorem 4.1] appears because the cyclotomic units
there are the group generated by the squares of our CycE$ and &1.
Moreover
*O*K, + Cyc2K (/0)=*O*K, + (O*K)2 (/0)*(O*K)2Cyc2K (/0)
=*O*K, +(O*K)2 (/0)*O*KCycK (/0)=1.
An important ingredient is the following theorem which is a consequence
of the results in [5].
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Theorem 9. Let K be a totally real field of prime power conductor ln, let
P be the p-Sylow subgroup of Gal(KQ) for a prime p and let / be a






Proof. If p is odd, this is an immediate consequence of Theorems 7.3
and 7.4 of [5], because 2 is an O/[P]-unit. For the case p=l, see the
remarks preceding Theorem 7.6 in [5]. For p=2 the group denoted by C$
in [5, Th. 7.3] is our Cyc2K . Since / is not trivial, CycK (/) is a free rank
one O/[P]-module. Moreover, Leopoldt’s conjecture (which is true for K
because it is abelian) implies that Gp(/) has finite order. By (12) also





K (/)) } FitO/[P](Up CycK (/))
=2 } FitO/[P](Up CycK (/)).
Since 2 is a nonzero divisor in the ring O/[P], we get FitO/[P](Up CycK (/))
=12 } FitO/[P](Up Cyc
2
K (/)). Similarly, Lemma 5 applied to the /-part of (17)
gives FitO/[P](Gp(/))=
1
2 } FitO/[P](Gp, (/)). Combining again Theorems 7.3
and 7.4 of [5] we get our claim.
Proof of Theorem 2. If / is the trivial character /0 , then our claim
follows immediately from Lemma 8. Suppose now that / is not the trivial
character and take /-parts in the sequences (12). Since / is not the trivial
character, Leopoldt’s conjecture (which is true for K because it is abelian)
implies that Gp(/) has finite order. Equation (17) then implies that Gp, (/)
has finite order also. Therefore all the terms in the /-part of (12) have finite
order. Moreover the two central terms in both sequences are cohomo-
logically trivial by (13), (16), (15) and (18), therefore they satisfy the
equivalent conditions of Proposition 4. By Theorem 9 the two central terms
also have the same O/[P]-Fitting ideal. An application of Proposition 6





K (/)) as we wanted.
As an application of the above techniques, we obtain a proof of the
following proposition (see Theorem 4.14 of [4] and [8])
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Proposition 10. Let ln be a prime power, let K/Q(‘l n+‘&1ln ), and let
G=Gal(KQ). Let p be any prime number and let / be a p-adic character
of G of order prime to p. Then
*ClK (/)=*O*KCycK (/).
Proof. If /0 is the trivial character then we have ClK (/0)$
O*K CycK (/0)$0 by Lemma 8. If / is not the trivial character, then con-
sider the /-part of the first sequence in (12). All terms are O/[P]-modules
of finite order. The two O/[P]-modules Up CycK (/) and Gp(/) have trivial
Tate cohomology by (13) and (16) and have the same Fitting ideal by
Theorem 9. By Proposition 7 we get *Up CycK (/)=*Gp(/). Since the
order is multiplicative in exact sequences, we get *ClK (/)=*O*KCycK (/)
as we had to show.
As a kind of corollary of our methods, we obtain the following result on
Tate cohomology (see also Prop. 6 in [7]).
Proposition 11. Let K be a totally real field of prime power conductor,
let P be the p-Sylow subgroup of Gal(KQ) for a prime p and let / be a
p-adic character of a complement of P. Then for all i # Z
H i (P, ClK (/))$H i (P, O*KCycK (/))
and
H i (P, ClK (/))$H
i (P, O*K, +Cyc2K (/)).
Proof. If / is the trivial character /0 , then the claim follows
immediately from Lemma 8. If / is not trivial, then we take /-parts in (12).
Since by (13), (16), (15) and (18) the two central terms in both sequences
have trivial Tate cohomology, we get
H i (P, ClK (/))$H i+2(P, O*KCycK (/))
and
H i (P, ClK (/))$H
i+2(P, O*K, + Cyc2K (/))
for all i. Since K has prime power conductor the group P is cyclic, therefore
Tate cohomology has period two, and our claim follows.
Given a field K and a p-adic character /, it is possible to compute the
ideals FitO/[P](O*KCycK (/)) and FitO/[P](O*K, + Cyc
2
K (/)): see [12] and
[3]. As an example, let K be the totally real field of degree 12 and prime
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conductor 4297. Let p=2 and let / be a nontrivial 2-adic character of





The results of [3], in particular Proposition 7(ii) and the table imply




K (/))=(16, 4T+8‘, T
2+T(8&2‘)+4),
where ‘ # O/ is a nontrivial third root of unity.
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